Combining multisource information through functional-annotation-based weighting: gene function prediction in yeast.
One of the important goals of biological investigation is to predict the function of unclassified gene. Although there is a rich literature on multi data source integration for gene function prediction, there is hardly any similar work in the framework of data source weighting using functional annotations of classified genes. In this investigation, we propose a new scoring framework, called biological score (BS) and incorporating data source weighting, for predicting the function of some of the unclassified yeast genes. The BS is computed by first evaluating the similarities between genes, arising from different data sources, in a common framework, and then integrating them in a linear combination style through weights. The relative weight of each data source is determined adaptively by utilizing the information on yeast gene ontology (GO)-slim process annotations of classified genes, available from Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD). Genes are clustered by a method called K-BS, where, for each gene, a cluster comprising that gene and its K nearest neighbors is computed using the proposed score (BS). The performances of BS and K-BS are evaluated with gene annotations available from Munich Information Center for Protein Sequences (MIPS). We predict the functional categories of 417 classified genes from 417 clusters with 0.98 positive predictive value using K-BS. The functional categories of 12 unclassified yeast genes are also predicted. Our experimental results indicate that considering multiple data sources and estimating their weights with annotations of classified genes can considerably enhance the performance of BS. It has been found that even a small proportion of annotated genes can provide improvements in finding true positive gene pairs using BS.